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TXM Wizard Manual (XMFlex): Quick Start 

Getting Started 

 Hints 
 Entering values: If a number contains a decimal, you cannot highlight the entire number 

and change the value. Instead, numbers before and after the decimal must be entered 
separately.  

 Layers act like nested loops. If a Layer is not enabled then the scan moved directly to 
the next layer. Most layers are static, but Layer 1 and 2 can be swapped between 
energy and angle scans. For example, if all layers are enabled and Layer 1 is set to an 
energy scan and Layer 2 is an angle scan, then for each mosaic tile the scan will do a 
total of N exposures. After a mosaic is completed, the scan will go to the next angle and 
repeat the mosaic. After all angles are completed, the scan will go to the next energy 
and repeat the entire mosaic tomography.  

 The dynamic range of the camera using TXM Wizard is twice as large as XMController. 
So if you needed a filter to find/align your sample, you should remove the filter before 
exiting XMController  

 If using the fluorescence detector, type remcon off then remcon on in SPEC before 
starting the TXM Wizard 

 For Preprocessing on the Fly to work, the number of sample images must be divisible 
by the frequency of reference taking. 

Reference Collection  
 Click the Load Ref Position button to load a reference file taken at the desired reference 

position or manually enter values for reference position (without user offsets) in RefX, 
RefY, RefZ, RefTheta 

 After a reference file is loaded, individual motor axes can be modified 

 To use the sample positions for RefZ and/or RefTheta uncheck the corresponding 
boxes  

 Enter number of references to collect, frequency of reference collection, exposure time, 
and binning. Your total number of exposures on the sample must be divisible by the 
frequency of your reference collection for Preprocessing on the Fly to work. 

 The default collection mode is ref – sample – ref – sample. Check ABBA mode to collect 
ref – sample – sample – ref – ref. ABBA mode is primarily used for multiple energy 
scans. 

Scan Settings 
 Enter Sample Name for folder and file names 

 Enter exposure time and binning for sample images 

 The path and pixel size will be filled in automatically once the scan is generated. After 
the scan is generated the pixel size can be modified. Pixel size is the binning 1 pixel 
size value.  

Repeat Scan 
 Check the top most box to repeat the scan and enter values for the number of total 

times the scan is performed and wait time between scans 
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Generate and Execute Scan 
 Click Save Recipe button to save the recipe for the current scan. A previously saved 

recipe can be loaded by clicking Load Recipe button 

 Once all the scan parameters are entered, click Generate Scan button and browse for 
the .xrm image of your sample position if requested 

 A rule of thumb for scan timing is ~3.3x the total exposure time. However, this 
depends heavily on the distance between the sample and reference positions and the 
number of repeated exposures. 

 Click Save Script button to save a script of the generated scan. Click Load Script button 
to load a previously saved script. Warning: the pixel size is not saved in scripts and 
must be entered manually when loading a previously saved script. 

 Click Execute Scan button to begin data collection 

 Scan can be paused and continued from the paused position using Pause the Scan and 
Resume the Scan buttons 

 Scan can be stopped early using Stop Scan button 

Exiting the program 
 Click the red X on the main GUI window to exit the program. It is normal for the program 

to take a few seconds to close. Do not click the X on the black python shell window or 
the program will not close properly. 

 The agitator turns off automatically when exiting the program. If you wish to keep it 
running, click Agitator OFF on Exit button. When that button reads Agitator ON on Exit, 
the agitator remains on when exiting the program. (In versions 10.6.1842.11875 and 
earlier this button does nothing and the agitator turns off when exiting the program.) 
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Basic Imaging 
 For imaging single field of view in one or multiple regions: 

 Check Enable Mosaic Scan and click Edit Mosaic Info button  

 In the popup window, choose With Central Tile option, set Mosaic Design to Up = 0, 
Down = 0, Left = 0, Right = 0. The Overlap can be kept at the default value. 

 Click Submit 

 Check Enable MultiExposures and enter NExposures as the total number of desired 
sample exposures 

 Enter Reference Collection, Scan Settings, and scan repeats as described in the 
Getting Started section 

 When generating the scan, select more than one .xrm file to image multiple sample 
regions 

Mosaic Imaging 
 For single energy, mosaic imaging in one or multiple regions: 

 Check Enable Mosaic Scan and click Edit Mosaic Info button 

 A schematic of the mosaic is shown with yellow and green squares as the individual 
tiles and black as the overlapping area. The field of view of the .xrm file that will provide 
the sample motor positions is outlined in red. The mosaic schematic will update as 
parameters are modified. 

 Select if mosaic should be built with or without a central tile. If you wish your xrm start 
image to not be a tile in the mosaic (but rather be divided between tiles) then choose 
without a central tile.  

 Enter number of tiles from the center in each direction and overlap between neighboring 
tiles. Hint: if you wish to work without a central tile then you cannot have zeros for both 
Up and Down or zeros for both Left and Right. If the display on the left does not have 
yellow or green tiles then your mosaic is not valid. 

 Click Submit button to enter mosaic information into scan 

 Check Enable MultiExposures and enter NExposures as the total number of desired 
sample exposures 

 Enter Reference Collection, Scan Settings, and scan repeats as described in the 
Getting Started section 

 When generating the scan, select more than one .xrm file to image multiple sample 
regions  

Multiple Energy Imaging 
 For single field of view XANES or two-energy imaging:  

 Check Enable Energy Scan and click Edit Energy Info button 

 Click Add E P, enter X-ray energy and zone plate positions (ZPx, ZPy, ZPz) for that 
energy 

 If more than one zone plate is used, change ZP ID to identify the different sets of energy 
point information. Energy point information from the same zone plate should have the 
same ZP ID value unless a large energy range is used. If a large energy range that 
covers more than one absorption edge is used, different ZP IDs should be used for 
each absorption edge.  

 Add at least one more set of energy point information (X-ray energy and set of zone 
plate positions) 
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 Entered energy point information can be modified by clicking Edit E P 

 An energy point can be removed by clicking Remove E P 

 To display energy points from lowest to highest energy click Sort E P 

 Click Show E Ps to check the fits for the zone plate positions 

 If you wish to save your zone plate motor positions, click the Save Recipe button after 
your energy information is submitted. 

 Energy regions: Enter number of different energy regions. The total number of energy 
points will update automatically. (Note: use one region for two energy imaging) 

 Xanes region parameters: for each region listed on the right, click on region in list and 
enter starting energy, number of steps, and energy step size 

 Click Save Eng Regions button to save the energy regions 

 Click Load Eng Regions button to load a previously saved energy regions file 

 Click Submit button to enter energy information into scan 

 Check Enable MultiExposures and enter NExposures as the total number of desired 
sample exposures 

 Enter Reference Collection, Scan Settings, and scan repeats as described in the 
Getting Started section. Enable ABBA mode for reference collection to collect ref – 
sample – change energy – sample – ref – change energy – ref – sample 

Tomography 
 For single energy, single field of view 3D imaging: 

 Check Enable Angle Scan and click Edit Tomo Info button 

 To read the sample stage corrections, angular range, and angular step size from a full 
tomography file select From an existing *.TXRM file and browse for the file. The file 
must include all desired angles. 

 Alternatively, to refine the sample stage corrections and/or customize the angular range 
and angular step size select Info from stage calibration 

o Angular range and step size can be modified in the Desired Angles box with the 
notation first angle:step size:last angle. All angular units are in degrees. For 
optimal data collection speed, the first angle should be the smallest (i.e. most 
negative) number. Multiple energy ranges and step sizes can be entered 
separated by a comma (e.g. -90:1:-10,10:1:89). 

o Corrections can be read from a quick .txrm file that does not need to include all 
angles by clicking Get Info From Quick *.TXRM and browsing for the file. 

o Alternatively corrections can be refined from a quick .txrm file that does not need 
to include all angles by clicking Finer Stage Calibration and browsing for the file. 
Refine the calibration by clicking on the same feature in every projection image. 
The blue star shows the calculated correction coordinate for the sample stage. 
Click Submit Stage Calibration when finished. 

o Click Submit button to enter angle information into scan 

 Check Enable MultiExposures and enter NExposures as the total number of desired 
sample exposures 

 Enter Reference Collection, Scan Settings, and scan repeats as described in the 
Getting Started section  

Multiple Sample Regions (for 2E, XANES, or tomography 
 For single field of view XANES, two energy, or tomography imaging at two or more sample 
regions:  
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 Follow the instructions above for Multiple Energy Imaging or Tomography 

 Check Enable Mosaic Scan and click Edit Mosaic Info button  

 In the popup window, choose With Central Tile option, set Mosaic Design to Up = 0, 
Down = 0, Left = 0, Right = 0. The Overlap can be kept at the default value. 

 Click Submit 

 When generating the scan, select more than one .xrm file 

Multiple Energy Tomography 
 For XANES or two-energy, single field of view 3D imaging: 

 Make sure the tomography files (.txrm) were created using the pixel size of the lowest 
energy 

 Set up energy scan and angle scan as described in Multiple Energy Imaging and 
Tomography sections 

 To change energy after a complete tomography scan set the Energy Scan to Layer 1 
 To change angle after each complete energy scan set the Angle Scan to Layer 1 
 Warning: Generating large scans can take a long time. Be patient. 

Mosaic Tomography 
For single energy, mosaic 3D imaging: 

 Set up angle scan and mosaic scan as described in Tomography and Mosaic Imaging 
sections 

Multiple Energy Mosaic Imaging 
For XANES or two-energy, mosaic imaging: 

 Make sure that the pre-setup using XMController V9 was done with using the pixel size 
of the lowest energy 

 Set up energy scan and mosaic scan as described in Multiple Energy Imaging and 
Mosaic Imaging sections 

 When generating the scan, select more than one .xrm file to image multiple sample 
regions  

Multiple Energy Mosaic Tomography 
For XANES or two-energy, mosaic 3D imaging: 

 Make sure the tomography files (.txrm) were created using the pixel size of the lowest 
energy 

 Set up energy scan, angle scan, and mosaic scan as described in Multiple Energy 
Imaging, Tomography, and Mosaic Imaging sections 

 To change energy after each mosaic, tomography scan set the Energy Scan to Layer 1 
 To change angle after each mosaic, energy scan set the Angle Scan to Layer 1 
 Warning: Generating large scans can take a long time. Be patient. 

MultiScan Settings 
 For multiple independent scans that are executed one after another 
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 Once a scan has been generated, it can be added to a MultiScan by clicking Add to 
MultiScan button  

 Any number of scans can be generated and then added to the end of the MultiScan. 
The total number and type of scans are listed in order in MultiScan Settings. 

 The full script of commands in the MultiScan can be viewed on the right by checking 
Show MultiScan List 

 Individual scans in the MultiScan can be viewed by clicking on them in the list. Click the 
Edit Scan button to modify a specific scan. Click the Save Changes button when editing 
is completed. Click on Delete to remove the scan from the Multiscan. 

 To repeat the entire Multiscan, check Repeat and enter the number of times to repeat 
and a wait time in seconds. 

 Click Execute Scan button to begin data collection. Data from individual scans will be 
saved in separate folders in the file path of the particular scan. 

 However, if the MultiScan is saved as a script and then loaded from the script, data will 
be saved in the same folder in the file path of the script file. This should be avoided 
since files that share the same name would be overwritten. Instead, save script files for 
individual scans and reload them individually to build up a new MultiScan. 

FYI – Advanced users 
 ABBA mode is only capable within a single scan and not globally throughout repeated scans 

 To record a reference before and after a tomography you must have an even number of 
angles, collect reference images after half the total number of images and enable ABBA mode. 
For example, if you have an angular range of -90 to 89 and a step size of 1 degree, you have a 
total of 180 angles. If you collect 5 images per angle, then collect reference images after 450 
sample images.  

 Put in filters using setfilter number, filters automatically removed at end of script (and when 
scripts is stop) 

 Scan automatically pauses when I0 is below the set threshold (10/31/13 set I0 threshold to 
0.01)  
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TXM Wizard (XMFlex) Manual 

GUI Overview 
 
The TXM Wizard GUI has three main 
sections: setting up scans (red), display of 
generated scan and scan status (blue), 
buttons for scan generation / loading / 
operating (green). The standard workflow 
is to  
1. choose the scan type desired (red): 

energy scan, angle scan, and/or 
mosaic scan 

2. enter details for reference image 
collection (red) 

3. enter details for sample image 
collection (red) 

4. repeat scan? (red) 
5. generate and run scan (green). 
 

Setting up Scans 
 
The left side of the TXM Wizard GUI is 
dedicated to scan setup. There are five 
main sections: scan repeats (purple), 
Scan info (red), Reference Collection 
(green), Scan Settings (blue), Multiscan 
Settings (orange). 

Scan Repeats 
 
Check the box to repeat the scan and 
enter values for the number of total times 
the scan is performed and wait time 
between scans. 
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Scan Info 
 
A number of different data acquisition scans can be built using different combinations of energy, 
angle, and mosaic scans. In this subsection, the setup for each type of basic scanning will be outlined 
in detail. See the quick start manual for instructions on how to set up the specific scan combination 
possible: basic imaging, multiple energy scan, tomography, mosaic imaging, multiple energy 
tomography, mosaic tomography, multiple energy mosaic imaging, and multiple energy 
mosaic tomography. 

1. Energy Scan 
To enable energy scanning, check Enable 
Energy Scan and click the Edit Energy Info 
button. The Energy Scan Info popup window is 
divided into four sections: adding/modifying 
energy points (red), overview of energy regions 
(blue), XANES region parameters (green), 
saving/loading regions (orange). 
 
The first section (red) allows the zone plate x-, y-
, and z-axis positions to be added and edited for 
two or more energy points. These positions will 
be used to calculate the zone plate positions for 
all energy points in the energy scan. More than 
one zone plate can be used by specifying 
different ZP ID values. Multiple ZP IDs can also 
be used with one zone plate that covers a large 
energy range. The entered energy point 
information is displayed in the field on the right 
side. Listed below are the functions of the five 
buttons in this section: 

 Add E P: in Energy Point Info popup window, 
enter X-ray energy and zone plate positions 
(ZPx, ZPy, ZPz) for that energy. If more than 
one zone plate are used, change ZP ID to 
identify the different sets of energy point 
information. Energy point information from 
the same zone plate should have the same 
ZP ID value. Two sets of energy point 
information are required for each zone plate. 

 Edit E P: information from selected energy point can be modified  

 Remove E P: remove selected energy point  

 Sort E P: sort energy points from lowest to highest energy  

 Show E Ps: displays the fits for the zone plate positions in a new 
popup window 

 
In the second section (blue), the number of different energy regions 
can be modified. For two-energy imaging, only one energy region is 
needed. Modifying the number of regions automatically updates the 
total number of energy points and the number of regions displayed in 
the XANES energy region parameters section (green).  
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The Xanes region parameters section (green) is split into a summary of all XANES energy regions on 
the right and modifiable parameters (starting energy, number of steps, and energy step size) of the 
selected XANES energy region on the left. 
 
The final section (orange) consists of three buttons with the following functions: 

 Save Eng Regions: save the XANES energy regions 

 Load Eng Regions: load a previously saved XANES energy regions file 

 Submit: enter energy information and XANES energy regions into scan 
 
In the main GUI menu, the Layer dropdown list allows users to choose between layer one or two for 
the energy scan. To change energy after a complete tomography scan set the Energy Scan to Layer 
1 and the Angle Scan to Layer 2. To change the angle after each energy scan set the Energy Scan to 
Layer 2 and the Angle Scan to Layer 1. 
 
Standard Regions Values (relative to absorption edge energy, E0): 

Start (eV relative to E0) End (eV relative to E0) # of Steps Step Size (eV) 

-40 -10 6 5 

-5 +10 30 0.5 

+11 +25 14 1 

+26 +40 7 2 

+45 +75 6 5 

+80 +100 2 10 
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2. Angle Scan 
To enable angle scanning, check Enable Angle 
Scan and click the Edit Tomo Info button. A 
popup window gives two options for gathering 
tomographic information (sample stage 
corrections, angular range, and angular step 
size): From an existing *.TXRM file to read from 
full tomography file or Info from stage calibration 
to refine the sample stage corrections and/or 
customize the angular range and angular step 
size. If From an existing *.TXRM file is chosen, 
the file must include all desired angles. 
 
If Info from stage calibration is chosen, a Tomo 
Sample Stage Coordinates popup window with 
three main sections appears. In the middle section (green) the 
angular range and step size can be modified in the Desired 
Angles box with the notation first angle:step size:last angle. 
All angular units are in degrees. For optimal data collection 
speed, the first angle should be the smallest (i.e. most 
negative) number. Multiple energy ranges and step sizes can 
be entered separated by a comma (e.g. -90:1:-10,10:1:89). 
 
The top section (red) displays the sample x and z motor 
corrections, the sample x, y, and z motor positions at zero 
degrees, and the field of view. These values are filled when a 
.txrm file is selected using the bottom section (blue). This 
section allows users to either grab the sample stage 
information from a .txrm file by clicking Get Info From Quick 
*.TXRM or refine these corrections by clicking Finer Stage 
Calibration. 
 
By choosing Finer Stage Calibration, a second 
popup window with five sections will appear. In 
the top section (red) a .txrm file can be chosen 
by clicking the Browse 4 TXRM button. The 
second section (blue) shows a list of the sample 
motor positions for each image in the .txrm file. 
Clicking on different rows in the list changes the 
image displayed on the left. To refine the 
sample stage correction calibration, click on the 
same feature in every image in the .txrm file. By 
clicking on an image, the red crosshair 
(encircled in yellow) moves to the location of the 
click and the currently displayed image changes 
to the next image in the list. Additionally, the 
Fitting Center in the green section and the teal and blue stars in the orange section update. There is a 
teal star for each projection image and a blue star shows the fitted center. Click Submit Stage 
Calibration (red) when finished. This will update the sample stage values in the red section of the 
Tomo Sample Stage Coordinates popup window. Click the Submit button in this window to enter the 
angular information into the scan. In the main GUI menu, the Layer dropdown list allows users to 
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choose between layer one or two for the angle scan. To change energy after a complete tomography 
scan set the Energy Scan to Layer 1 and the Angle Scan to Layer 2. To change the angle after each 
energy scan set the Energy Scan to Layer 2 and the Angle Scan to Layer 1. 

 

3. Mosaic Scan 
To enable mosaic scanning, check Enable 
Mosaic Scan and click the Edit Mosaic Info 
button. A popup window shows on the right a 
schematic of the mosaic with yellow and green 
squares as the individual tiles and black as the 
overlapping area. The field of view of the .xrm 
file that will provide the sample motor positions 
is outlined in red. On the left there are two 
sections. The top section (red) allows the user 
to select if mosaic should be built with or 
without a central tile. The bottom section (blue) 
allows the user to enter the number of tiles 
from the center in each direction and overlap 
between neighboring tiles. The schematic on 
the left updates automatically as parameters 
are modified. Click the Submit button to enter the 
mosaic information into the scan. 
 
Building up mosaics with a central tile is 
straightforward; however, it becomes tricky if you wish 
to use a starting sample position image that will not be 
a tile. For example, if you wish to do a 1x2 mosaic 
without a central tile, then both  See Screenshots of 
Example Scans for examples of mosaics without a 
central tile. 
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4. MultiExposures 
To enable multiple exposures per sample 
position check Enable MultiExposures and enter 
NExposures as the total number of desired 
sample exposures. 
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Reference Collection 
 
This section is dedicated to entering reference 
collection information. Reference position values 
(RefX, RefY, RefZ, RefTheta) can be either filled 
in manually (without user offsets) or 
automatically from a reference file by clicking the 
Load Ref Position button. After a reference file is 
loaded, individual motor axes can be modified. 
To use the sample position rather than the 
reference position for RefZ and/or RefTheta 
ensure the corresponding boxes are 
unchecked. Below the reference position 
values, the number of references to collect, 
frequency of reference collection, exposure time, 
and binning can be entered. For Preprocessing 
of the Fly to work the number of exposures 
on the sample must be divisible by the frequency of the reference taking. For example, in 
tomographic imaging do not take references every three angular steps if your total number of angles 
is not divisible by three. For mosaic imaging, typically you want reference images taken for every 
completed mosaic, which would be the number of repeat exposures per tile times the number of tiles 
in your mosaic. The default collection mode is ref – sample – ref – sample. To collect ref – sample – 
sample – ref – ref check the box for ABBA mode. ABBA mode is primarily used for multiple energy 
scans. 
 

Scan Settings 
 
This section allows users to enter sample information. Enter a Sample Name for automatic naming of 
the data collection folder and file names. The sample image exposure time and binning are also 
entered in this section. The path and pixel size will be filled in automatically once a .xrm or .txrm file is 
chosen, after which the pixel size can be modified. Pixel size is the binning 1 pixel size value.  
 

MultScan Settings 
 
This section allows multiple independent scans that are executed one after another to be built into a 
MultiScan. Once a scan has been generated, it can be added to a MultiScan by clicking Add to 
MultiScan button at the bottom right corner of the main GUI. Any number of scans can be generated 
and then added to the end of the MultiScan. The total number and type of scans are listed in order of 
the left side of the MultiScan Settings section. To view the full MultiScan script on the right side of the 
main GUI check Show MultiScan List. Individual scans within the MultiScan can be viewed by clicking 
on them in the list. After selecting a single scan, click the Edit Scan button to modify that scan. Click 
the Save button when editing is completed. Click the Delete button to remove that scan from the 
MultiScan. To repeat the entire Multiscan, check Repeat and enter the number of times to repeat and 
a wait time in seconds. 
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Running Scans 
 
The bottom (green) of the TXM Wizard GUI is 
primarily for scan generation and execution. 
Once all the scan parameters are entered, 
they can be saved with the Save Recipe 
button. A previously saved recipe can be 
loaded by clicking the Load Recipe button. If 
a tomography scan is included in the loaded 
recipe, the .txrm file must be reloaded by 
clicking the Edit Tomo Info button. 
 
To create a script, click the Generate Scan 
button. If the scan does not include an angle 
scan, the user will be asked to browse for a 
.xrm image taken at the desired sample 
position. The script text will be displayed on 
the right side (blue) of the GUI. 
 
After a scan has been generated it can be added to the end of a MultiScan by clicking the Add to 
MultiScan button. The script can be saved using the Save Script button. To load a previously saved 
script, use the Script button. Warning: the pixel size is not saved in scripts and must be entered 
manually when loading a previously saved script. 
 
Click the Execute Scan button to begin data collection. For each execution of the scan, a new folder 
will be created in the same folder containing the .txrm or .xrm file used to generate the script. To 
image multiple sample regions, select more than one .xrm file. Mosaic scanning must be enabled to 
allow multiple .xrm files to be selected. The folder’s name will include the scan type, sample name, 
date, and time. For a MultiScan, images from individual scans will be saved in separate folders. 
However, if the MultiScan is saved as a script and then loaded from the script, data will be saved in 
the same folder in the file path of the script file. This should be avoided since files that share the 
same name would be overwritten. Instead, save script files for individual scans and reload them 
individually to build up a new MultiScan. 
 
A scan can be paused and continued from the point in the script at which it was paused using the 
Pause the Scan and Resume the Scan buttons. A scan can be stopped early using the Stop Scan 
button. A stopped scan can be run from the start using the Execute Scan button. 
 
To exit the program, click the red X on the main GUI window. It is normal for the program to take a 
few seconds to close. Do not click the X on the black python shell window or the program will not 
close properly. The condenser agitator turns off automatically when exiting the program. If you wish to 
keep it running, click Agitator OFF on Exit button. When that button reads Agitator ON on Exit, the 
agitator remains on when exiting the program. (In versions 10.6.1842.11875 and earlier this button 
does nothing and the agitator turns off when exiting the program.)  
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Screenshots of Example Scans 

Basic imaging 

 
 

Basic imaging with multiple sample regions 
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Energy scan 

 
 

Energy scan with multiple sample regions 
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Angle scan 

 
 

Mosaic scan 
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Mosaic scan with multiple sample regions 

 
 

Energy and angle scan (Multiple energy tomography) 
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Mosaic and angle scan (mosaic tomography) 

 
 

Energy, angle, and mosaic scan (multiple energy mosaic tomography) 
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MultiScan 

 


